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Abstract : Websites for microblogging are crucial sources of current information during any 

disasters, whether they are man-made or natural. Designing and testing Information Retrieval 

(IR) systems or algorithms that pull information from microblogs is so crucial. It is also 

necessary to retrieve the information in accurate and fast manner. In this research paper one 

word embedding based algorithm is proposed. The algorithm is experimented with more than 

50000 tweets related to natural disaster of Nepal earth quake. The algorithm is compared with 

well known machine learning based algorithms such as Decision Tree, Random Forest and 

Naïve Bayes. The result of proposed algorithm and all other well-known algorithms is 

measured in precision, recall, F1 Score and execution time. The proposed algorithm excels in 

all parameters. 
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Introduction 

Access to situational information is essential during a catastrophe [1]  as it aids in minimizing 

deaths, averting additional disasters, minimizing economic losses, and minimizing civil 

unrest [2]. Recent years have seen an increase in the use of microblogging platforms like 

Twitter as informational tools in disaster management [3] [4]. Twitter contains several words 

related to disasters that needs to process to identify current situation. Several research have 

been done to retrieve useful and valid information from twitters [5]. Twitter contains 

information in text form so several text classification techniques [6] [7] [8] are vital for this 

task. Some popular machine learning algorithms such as decision tree, random forest and 

Naïve Bayes are used extensively in text classification related work on social media platform 

like twitters [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Compared to other algorithms, decision trees need less 

data cleansing and are effective for situations involving decisions. However, it contains a 

number of restrictions regarding the classification: 

• It could have a problem with overfitting. 

• The computational complexity of the decision tree may rise with additional class 

   labels. 

• Accuracy and result generation might be affected. 
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Another popular and important classification algorithm is random forest. However, it has a 

number of shortcomings: 

 There are more trees involved in random forest so training the model frequently 

takes more time and resources. 

 As there are more trees involved, random forests sometimes require more time 

and space to train the model.  

 Random forests may also overfit for noisy data. 

Another well-known approach for classifying texts is naive bayes. It effectively resolves 

multi-class prediction problems and is based on the Bayes theorem. However, it has the 

following drawbacks: 

 It makes the supposition that each characteristic is independent. Although it may seem 

wonderful in principle, you seldom ever discover a group of independent qualities in 

practice.  

 The Naive Bayes model will give it 0 probability and won't be able to predict 

anything if your test data set contains a categorical variable of a category that wasn't 

included in the training data set. 

Word embedding [14] [15] [16] is a crucial technique for text categorization that enables us to 

extract information from the text. For effective text retrieval, these attributes can be used as 

input in machine learning models. Dense word vectors, such as Word2Vec [17] [18] [19] and 

GLoVE [20] [21], are compact representations of a word's semantic meaning. The two 

models are trained differently, resulting in word vectors with somewhat different 

characteristics. The foundation of the glove model is the use of global word-to-word co-

occurrence counts throughout the whole corpus. On the other hand, Word2vec makes use of 

co-occurance in local context. Word2vec is popular and easy to implement so it is widely 

used in the research work. A feed-forward neural network-based model [22] called Word2Vec 

is used to find word embeddings. The skip-gram model [23]and the CBOW [24] model are 

the two models that are frequently used to train these embeddings. Each word in the corpus 

serves as the input for the Skip-gram model, which then sends each word to an embedding 

layer in a hidden layer where it predicts the surrounding words. After training, the word is fed 

as input to the model, and the hidden layer value is used as the final embedding vector to 

produce the embedding for that specific word. The Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model 

predicts the original word from the context words for the input word that are sent to a hidden 

layer (embedding layer). The embedding for a specific word is again created after training by 

using the word as input and the hidden layer value as the final embedding vector. 

The next section of the paper will describe the glimpses of literature survey. After that it will 

describe the proposed algorithm . Then it  will describe the dataset and results of experiment. 

At last it will provide the conclusion of  the paper. 

  Glimpses of Literature Survey 

      Many studies described the text classification using social media data of twitter. Some 

popular machine learning algorithms are employed for effective text classification of these 

twitter data. However, several research gaps are indetified on the basis of literature survey, 

which are highlighted as under : 
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 Text classification accuracy is not satisfactory of popular algorithms perticularly on 

natural disaster related twitters. 

 Time it takes to execute result is also needs to be minimized. 

 Without applying word emdeding , the results are not satisfatory. 

 Decision of selecting appropriate word embedding technique is also challanging task. 

The proposed research addresses the above challenges and design one algorithm to increase 

accuracy and mimimize execution time of result generation. 

 

Proposed Word Embedding based Algorithm for text classification 

The Table-1 describes the steps of proposed Algorithm. 

Table-1 Proposed Word Embedding based Algorithm 

Step-1 :  Take Inputs as Number of Tweets  

                 T = { t1,t2,t3,…tn} 

                         Where t1….tn number of tweets 

Step-2 :   Pre-processing of Tweets 

               (stop word removal, QE, Stemming) 

Step-3 : Apply Word Embedding 

Step-4 : Apply Text Classification 

                        

             Where X= Vector of Tweets, b= distance, y = data point 

                =  1  or 0  ;   1 if          else 0 

Step-5 :  Result Generation 

             (Parameter used: Precision, Recall, F1, Execution Time) 

Step-6 :  Evaluation of Results                

Step-7 : Repeat Step-4, if necessary, until to achieve desire accuracy 

 

Dataset and Results of Experiments 

The Microblog Track at The Text Retrieval Conference Supports the evaluation of microblog 

information retrieval, and it is among the first in the IR community to give a common 

assessment of information retrieval systems. Twitter and other microblogging platforms are 

increasingly being utilized to boost relief efforts when a disaster strikes.Datasets for 

numerous experiments are provided via the IRMiDis track in FIRE. Annotators are given 

tweets to categorize into many categories, such as need tweets, availability tweets, fact-

checkable and non-fact-checkable tweets, to aid with disaster efforts. The researchers take 

part and submit their runs, which are evaluation findings. The dataset for proposed reserch is 

collected from Forum for Information Retrival Evaluation (FIRE). The dataset comprises of 

more than 50,000 tweets of Nepal earthquake. The FIRE community's microblog dataset 

included a selection of tweets about the April 25, 2015 earthquake in Nepal. It was observed 
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that many Twitter users began sharing tweets both during and after the earthquake.The tweets 

discussed the earthquake's events and the relief efforts.However, because they were being 

retweeted, numerous tweets included the same information. The most crucial step in creating 

the microblog collection was removing duplicate tweets because they can cause the IR 

system's performance to be overestimated and may also increase the workload for the human 

annotators by creating information overload.The sample dataset is described in Table-2. 

Table-2 Sample Dataset 

 

Proposed reserch used a rule-based pre-processor to get rid of stopwords and undesirable 

symbols because the tweets were filled with extraneous punctuation, URLs, special symbols, 

<num> Number:T1<title> What resources were available 

<desc> Identify the messages which describe the availability of some resources.  

<narr> A relevant message must mention the availability of some resource like food,  

drinking water, shelter, clothes, blankets, blood, human resources like volunteers,  

resources to build or support infrastructure, like tents, water filter, power supply, etc. Messages informing 

the availability of transport vehicles for assisting the resource distribution process would also be relevant. 

Also, messages indicating any services like free wifi, sms, calling facility etc. will also be relevant. 

However, generalized statements without reference to any particular resource or messaging asking for 

donation or money would not be relevant.  

<num> Number: T2<title> What resources were required 

<desc> Identify the messages which describe the requirement or need of some resources. 

<narr> A relevant message must mention the requirement / need of some resource like food, water, shelter, 

clothes, blankets, human resources like volunteers, resources to build or support  

Infrastructure likes tents, water filter, power supply, blood and so on. A message informing the 

requirement of transport vehicles assisting resource distribution process would also be relevant. Also, 

messages requesting for any services like free wifi, sms, calling facility etc. will also be relevant. However, 

generalized statements without reference to any particular resource or messaging asking for donation or 

money would not be relevant. 

<num> Number:T3<title>What medical resources were available 

<desc> Identify the messages which gives information about availability of medicines & other medical 

resources. 

<narr>A relevant message must mention the availability of some medical resource like medicines, medical 

equipments, blood, supplementary food items(e.g, milk for infants), human resource like doctors/staff and 

resources to build or support medical infrastructure like tents, water filters, power supply, ambulance etc. 

generalized statements without reference to medical resources would not be relevant. 

<num> Number:T4<title> What medical resources were required 

<desc>Identify the messages which describe the requirement of some medicines & other medical resources 

<narr> A relevant message must mention the requirement of  some medical resource like medicines, 

medical equipments, supplementary food items, blood , human resource like doctors/staff and resources to 

build or support medical infrastructure like tents, water filters, power supply, ambulance etc. generalized 

statements without reference to medical resources would not be relevant. 

<num> Number:T5<title> What infrastructure damage and restoration were being reported 

<desc> Identify the messages which contain information related to infrastructure damage or restoration. 

<narr> A relevant message must mention the damage or restoration of some specific infrastructure 

resources, such as structures(e.g. roads, runways,railway), electricity, mobile/Internet connectivity, etc. 

general statements without reference to infrastructure resources would not be relevant. 
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and emoticons. Later on, the conventional Porter stemmer was used to stem the tweets as part 

of the pre-processing stage. The Word2Vec model generates a vector for each term in the 

corpus, and we can identify the relevant terms using vectors that fall in the bracket of cosine 

similarity. The proposed research used the Word2Vec technique for tweets. After proper 

preprocessing and word embedding , proposed text classification algorithm is applied on the 

data and also compared the proposed technique with popular machine learning algorithms 

such as Decision Tree, Random Forest and Naïve Bayes. The precision comparison of 

proposed algorithm and other well-known algorithms with and without word embedding is 

described in the table-3. The result is derived in macro and micro measurement. 

          Micro-precision= (True Positive1 + True Positive2)/ (True Positive1 + False Positive1 

+  

                                        True Positive2+ False Positive2 ---------------(1) 

          Macro-precision= (Precison1 + precision2)/2 ------------(2) 

Table-3 Precision comparison of Proposed Algorithm and other Algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The table-3 result described that proposed algorithm precision is similar to Random Forest 

Algorithm. It is far better than all other algorithms. The main limitation of the random forest 

is there are more trees involved, random forests sometimes require more time and space to 

train the model.  

The recall comparison of proposed algorithm and other well-known algorithms with and 

without word embedding is described in the table-4. The result is derived in macro and micro 

measurement. 

            Micro-recall= (True Positive1 + True Positive2)/ (True Positive1 + False Negative1 +  

                                     True Positive2+ False Negative2) ---------------(3) 

            Macro-recall= (Recall1 + Recall2)/2 ------------(4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Algorithm 

 

Precision 

 

Without Word 

Embedding 
 

With Word 

Embedding 
 

Macro Micro Macro Micro 

Decision Tree 

 

0.63 0.66 0.66  0.70 

Naive_Bayes 
 

0.49 0.52 0.52 0.58 

Random Forest 
 

0.78 0.80 0.82 0.84 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

0.75 0.77 0.80 0.85 
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Table-4 Recall comparison of Proposed Algorithm and other Algorithms 

 

 

   Algorithm 

 

Recall 

 

Without Word 

Embedding 

 

With Word 

Embedding 

 

Macro Micro Macro Micro 

Decision Tree 

 

0.59 0.62 0.62 0.65 

Naive_Bayes 

 

0.48 0.55 0.50 0.58 

Random Forest 

 

0.39 0.44 0.42 0.47 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

0.62 0.68 0.66 0.71 

 

The table-4 result described that proposed algorithm recall value is far better than all other 

algorithms. 

The F1 Score comparison of proposed algorithm and other well-known algorithms with and 

without word embedding is described in the table-5. The result is derived in macro and micro 

measurement. 

   Micro-F1= (Micro precision. Micro recall)/ (Micro precision+Micro recall) -------------(5) 

   Macro-F1= (Macro precision. Macro recall)/ (Macro precision+Macro recall)------------(6) 

 

Table-5 F1 Score comparison of Proposed Algorithm and other Algorithms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 

 

F1 

 

Without Word 

Embedding 

 

With Word 

Embedding 

 

Macro Micro Macro Micro 

Decision Tree 
 

0.61 0.64 0.62 0.67 

Naive_Bayes 
 

0.48 0.53 0.48 0.58 

Random Forest 

 

0.49 0.57 0.55 0.60 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

0.67 0.72 0.7 0.77 
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The table-5 result described that proposed algorithm F1 score is far better than all other 

algorithms. Table-6 describes the execution time of all algorithms in seconds. 

Table-6 Execution Time of all algorithms 

                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The result described that the execution time of proposed algorithm is mimimum than all other 

algorithms. Overall, the proposed algorithm is far better in all parameters i.e precision, recall, 

F1-Score and Execution Time. 

Conclusion 

The main objective of this reserch paper was to design novel algorithm using word embedded 

technique to improve accuracy and reduce execution time for information retrival using social 

media platform twitter. To conduct the microblog retrieval challenge, the proposed algorithm 

conducted two separate experiments. It was observed  that the proposed algorithm with word 

emdedding technique performs fairly well in the classification test, and also produced a 

respectable accuracy score by employing this approach. The proposed algorithm precision 

was similar to Random Forest Algorithm but random forest sometimes requires more time 

and space to train the model. As far as recall, F1-score and Execution time is concerned, the 

proposed algorithm excel than all other algorithms. Overall proposed algorithm performed 

better in all dimensions than other algorithms. 
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